
 

 
 

To all associations,   

  
We hope everyone is tracking well heading into U18s next month. We wanted to cover off a high-detail summary of 

U18s as well as NHC coming up in September.   

  

Whilst the aim was to provide video analysis at NHC and potentially U18s, we are unfortunately unable to provide a 
shared service at U18s driven by Hockey NZ, due to various reasons. However, a self-driven video capture is 

available to associations who wish to capture their own games. Manawatu has agreed to share any games played on 

their #1 Turf and utilise their AI Cello camera. Kelly has kindly offered the footage for internal analysis and education 
purposes to all.   

  

You can retrieve the footage after the game by downloading the footage off Manawatu’s or Cello’s YouTube Channel 
(links below). We would highly recommend using the 4kVideoDownloader app to download these games off 

YouTube (link below). Kelly has also offered to transfer the RAW file to your hard drive after your game. If you wish 

to choose this method, please can you communicate with Kelly and please bring a hard drive / USB stick for her to 

use. Nelson has fences for GoPro capture and a balcony (side-on) for video capture.  
  

As we come into NHC, we are delighted to deliver a video service to all teams across Tier one and are keen to support 

Tier two. Once we have an idea of entries, we can then establish who wants support across Tier two.   
  

We are extremely excited for this tournament and can’t wait to work with you all to hopefully help your performances 

throughout NHC.   
  

Video service includes:  

  

• End on footage, captured and coded  

• Uploaded to an exchange in Hudl (access to ALL games with codes)  

• Penalty corner and goals databases  

• Match report of statistical information  

  

Alongside the service during the tournament, it also includes four workshop opportunities before the event for your 

coaches to gain some knowledge or a general refresher around how to use analysis tools such as Hudl and Sportscode. 
This will be run by Hockey NZ, Sam and Julia and is to ensure you are maximising the benefit of the service and 

analysis tools used by your coaches.   

  
These workshops will be confirmed closer to the time, again once we know entries, we can facilitate these workshops.  

  

We would like to reinforce that our vision to provide this service to everyone, regardless of whether you have Hudl or 

not. For associations who do not use Hudl or use an alternative analysis tool and want to be a part of video service, we 
will go through what this looks like at the above workshops closer to the time.   

  

The cost for the above video service will be $600.00+GST per team. Please note this is a separate cost to your team 
entry fees.   

 

It would be greatly appreciated if you could respond before Friday 8th July 2022. We look forward to hearing from 
you and working with you all during NHC.  

  

Kind regards,  
Sam and Julia  

  

Manawatu YouTube Channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCprv4LktpwzHAwZddlDvmFQ/videos  
  

Cello Sport YouTube Channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/c/CelloSport  
  

4kVideoDownloader App:  

https://www.4kdownload.com/products/videodownloader/10 
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